This paper presents V3, an unsupervised system for aspect-based Sentiment Analysis when evaluated on the SemEval 2014 Task 4. V3 focuses on generating a list of aspect terms for a new domain using a collection of raw texts from the domain. We also implement a very basic approach to classify the aspect terms into categories and assign polarities to them.
Introduction
The automatic analysis of opinions, within the framework of opinion mining or sentiment analysis, has gained a huge importance during the last decade due to the amount of review web sites, blogs and social networks producing everyday a massive amount of new content (Pang and Lee, 2008; Liu, 2012; Zhang and Liu, 2014) . This content usually contains opinions about different entities, products or services. Trying to cope with this large amounts of textual data is unfeasible without the help of automatic Opinion Mining tools which try to detect, identify, classify, aggregate and summarize the opinions expressed about different topics (Hu and Liu, 2004) (Popescu and Etzioni, 2005) (Wu et al., 2009) (Zhang et al., 2010) . In this framework, aspect based opinion mining systems aim to detect the sentiment at "aspect" level (i.e. the precise feature being opinionated in a clause or sentence).
In this paper we describe our system presented in the SemEval 2014 task 4 1 Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (Pontiki et al., 2014) , which focuses on detecting opinionated aspect terms (e.g. wine The task provides two training datasets, one of restaurant reviews and other of laptop reviews. The restaurant review dataset consists of over 3,000 English sentences from restaurant reviews borrowed from (Ganu et al., 2009 ). The laptop review dataset consists of over 3,000 English sentences extracted from customer reviews. The task is divided in four different subtasks: subtask 1 aspect term extraction, subtask 2 aspect term polarity detection, subtask 3 aspect category detection, subtask 4 aspect category polarity detection. Our system mainly focused on subtask 1, but we have also participated in the other subtasks.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents our approach, section 3 details the improvement methods used for the aspects term selection and section 4 focus on category and polarity tagging. Finally section 5 presents the results obtained and section 6 draws the conclusions and future work.
Our approach
We have adapted the double-propagation technique described in (Qiu et al., 2009; Qiu et al., 2011) . This method consists of using a minimal seed list of aspect terms and opinion words and propagate them through an unlabelled domainrelated corpus using a set of propagation rules. The goal is to obtain an extended aspect term and opinion word lists. (Qiu et al., 2009 ) define opinion words as words that convey some positive or negative sentiment polarities. They only extract nouns as aspect terms and adjectives as opinion words, and we assume the same restriction.
The propagation rules have the form of dependency relations and some part-of-speech restrictions. Some rules extract new aspect terms, and others extract new opinion words. Table 1 shows the rules used in our approach, similar to those detailed in (Qiu et al., 2011) with some modifications. In this table, T stands for aspect term (i.e. a word already in the aspect terms set) and O for opinion word (i.e. a word already in the opinion words set). W means any word. The dependency types used are amod, dobj, subj and conj, which stand for adjectival modifier, direct object, subject and conjunction respectively. Additional restrictions on the Part-Of-Speech (POS) of the words present in the rule are shown in the third column of the table. The last column indicates to which set (aspect terms or opinion words) the new word is added.
To obtain the dependency trees and word lemmas and POS tags, we use the Stanford NLP tools 2 (De Marneffe et al., 2006) . Our initial seed words are just the adjectives good and bad, which are added to the initial opinion words set. The initial aspect terms set starts empty. Each sentence in the dataset is analysed to obtain its dependency tree and the rules are checked sequentially. If rule is triggered, then the word indicated by that rule is added to the corresponding set (aspect terms or opinion words, depending on the rule). These new words can be then used to trigger the propagation rules later. After the last sentence the process starts from the beginning to check the rules with the newly added words. The process stops when no more words have been added during a full dataset iteration.
Selecting aspect term candidates
The double-propagation process populates both sets of domain aspect terms and domain opinion words, but we focus our attention in the aspect terms set. Due to the nature of the process it tends to generate hundreds of different potential aspect terms, many of them being incorrect. We apply some additional processes to improve the list.
Ranking the aspect terms
One way to reduce the undesired terms is to rank them, pushing the incorrect aspect terms to the bottom of the list and using only a certain subset of top ranked terms. In order to rank this list we have modelled the double-propagation process as a undirected graph population process. Each new aspect term or opinion word discovered by apply-ing a propagation rule is added as a vertex to the graph. The rule used to extract the new word is added as an edge to the graph, connecting the original word and the newly discovered word.
We have applied the well-known PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page, 1998) to score the vertices of the graph. To calculate the PageRank scores we have used the JUNG framework 3 (OMadadhain et al., 2005) , a set of Java libraries to work with graphs. The value of the alpha parameter that represents the probability of a random jump to any node of the graph has been left at 0.15 (in the literature it is recommended an alpha value between 0.1 and 0.2). The aspect terms are then ordered using their associated score, being the most relevant aspect term, the one with the highest score. Then the list can be trimmed to a certain amount of top ranked terms, trying to balance the precision and recall of the resulting list.
Filtering undesired words
The double-propagation method always introduces many undesired words. Some of these undesired words appear very frequently and are combined with a large number of words. So, they tend to also appear in high positions in the ranking. Many of these words are easy to identify, and they are not likely to be useful aspect terms in any domain. Examples of these words are: nothing, everything, thing, anyone, someone, somebody, etc. In this work we use a domain agnostic stop word list to deal with this kind of words. The authors of the original double-propagation approach use some clause and frequency based heuristics that we do not employ here.
Detecting multiword terms
Many aspect terms are not just single words, but compounds and multiword terms (e.g. wine list, hard disk drive, battery life, etc.). In the original double-propagation paper, the authors consider adjacent nouns to a given aspect term as multiword terms and perform an a posteriori pruning based on the frequency of the combination. We have tried to add multiword terms without increasing the amount of noise in the resulting list. One of the approaches included in the system exploits WordNet 4 (Fellbaum, 1999) , and the following simple rules: • If word N and word N+1 are nouns, and the combination is an entry in WordNet (or in Wikipedia, see below). E.g.: battery life
• If word N is an adjective and word N+1 is a noun, and the combination is an entry in WordNet. E.g.: hot dog, happy hour
• If word N is an adjective, word N+1 is a noun, and word n is a relational adjective in WordNet (lexical file 01). E.g.: Thai food
In order to improve the coverage of the WordNet approach, we also check if a combination of two consecutive nouns appears as a Wikipedia article title. Wikipedia articles refer to real word concepts and entities, so if a combination of words is a title of a Wikipedia article it is very likely that this word combination is also meaningful (e.g. DVD player, USB port, goat cheese, pepperoni pizza). We limit the lookup in Wikipedia titles just to combination of nouns to avoid the inclusion of incorrect aspect terms.
Assigning categories and polarities
Despite we have focused our attention on acquiring aspect terms from a domain, we have also participated in the rest of subtasks: grouping aspect terms into a fixed set of categories, and assigning polarities to both aspect terms and categories.
To group the aspect terms into categories, we have employed WordNet similarities. The idea is to compare the detected aspect terms against a term or group of terms representative of the target categories. In this case the categories (only for restaurants) were food, service, price, ambience and anecdotes/miscellaneous.
Initially, the representative word for each category (except for the anecdotes/miscellaneous) was the name of the category itself. We use the similarity measure described by (Wu and Palmer, 1994) . Detected aspect terms are compared to the set of representative words on each category, and they are assigned to the category with a higher similarity result. For example using this approach, the similarity between food and cheese is 0.8, while similarity between service and cheese is 0.25, and between price and cheese is 0.266. Thus, in this case cheese is assigned to the category food.
If the similarity does not surpass a given minimum threshold (manually set to 0.7), the current aspect term is not assigned to the category to avoid assigning a wrong category just because the other were even less similar. After classifying the aspect terms of a given sentence into categories, we assign those categories to the sentence. If no category has been assigned, then we use the anecdotes/miscellaneous category as the default one.
This approach is quite naive and it has many limitations. It works quite well for the category food, classifying ingredients and meals, but it fails when the category or the aspect terms are more vague or abstract. In addition, we do not perform any kind of word sense disambiguation or sense pruning, which probably would discard unrelated senses.
For detecting the polarity we have used the SentiWords (Guerini et al., 2013; Warriner et al., 2013) as a polarity lexicon. Using direct dependency relations between aspect terms and polarity bearing words we assign the polarity value from the lexicon to the aspect term. We make a simple count of the polarities of the aspect terms classified under a certain category to assign the polarity of that category in a particular sentence.
Evaluation
The run submitted to the SemEval task 4 competition was based on 25k unlabelled sentences extracted from domain related reviews (for restaurants and laptops) obtained by scraping different websites. We used these unlabelled sentences to execute our unsupervised system to generate and Table 3 : Results on the laptop review test set.
rank the aspect term lists. Then we used those aspect term lists to annotate the sentences using a simple lemma matching approach between the words. The generated aspect term lists were limited to the first ranked 550 items after some initial experiments with the SemEval training sets. The SemEval test datasets (restaurants and laptops) contain about 800 sentences each. The restaurant dataset contains 1,134 labelled gold aspect term spans, and the laptop dataset contains 634 labelled gold aspect term spans. We compare the results against the SemEval baseline which is calculated using the scripts provided by the SemEval organizers. This baseline splits the dataset into train and test subsets, and uses all the labelled aspect terms in the train subset to build a dictionary of aspect terms. Then it simply uses that dictionary to label the test subset for evaluation. Tables 2 and 3 show the performance of our system with respect to the baselines in both datasets. "V3 (S)" stands for our system only using the SemEval test data (as our approach is unsupervised it learns from the available texts for the task). (W) refers to the results using our own dataset scraped from the Web. Finally (W+S) refers to the results using both SemEval and our Web dataset mixed together. The best results are highlighted in bold. For subtask 1, although our system outperforms the baseline in terms of F-score in both datasets, in the competition our system obtained quite modest results ranking 24th and 26th out of 29 participants Table 5 : Results for the polarity classification subtasks (subtasks 2 and 4).
for restaurants and laptops respectively. One of the most important source of errors are the multiword aspect term detection. In the SemEval datasets, about the 25% of the gold aspect terms are multiword terms. In both datasets we find a large number of names of recipes and meals, composed by two, three or even more words, which cannot appear in our aspect term lists because we limit the multiword length up to two words.
As mentioned in the introduction our approach focuses mainly in the aspects so the approach for detecting categories and polarities needs more attention. Table 4 presents our results on category detection and table 5 our results on polarities. The results are quite poor so we do not comment on them here. We will address these subtasks in future work.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we propose a simple and unsupervised system able to bootstrap and rank a list of domain aspect terms from a set of unlabelled domain texts. We use a double-propagation approach, and we model the obtained terms and their relations as a graph. Then, we apply the PageRank algorithm to score the obtained terms. Despite the modest results, our unsupervised system for detecting aspect terms performs better than the supervised baseline. In our future work we will try to improve the way we deal with multiword terms to reduce the amount of incorrect aspect terms and generate a better ranking. We also plan to try different methods for the category grouping, and explore knowledge-based word sense disambiguation methods for improving the current system.
